This thesis deals with sanctions and protective measures. The thesis primarily discusses types of sanctions and protective measures that may be imposed for administrative delicts; it also addresses circumstances to be considered in imposing sanctions. The goal of this paper is to provide a comprehensive review of the current law of sanctions and protective measures concerning administrative delicts. Various legal and practical problems and inadequately solved questions surrounding the imposition of sanctions are emphasized. Parts of the thesis, especially its conclusion, address a reform of administrative punishment and future legislative measures regarding this important function of organs of public administration.

Chapter I focuses on sanctions for violations. The introduction to this chapter is rather theoretical and is devoted to definitions of basic concepts of administrative penalization. This part further defines the terms of "sanction" and "administrative punishment". The conclusion of this chapter then analyzes the purpose of sanctions and includes their list and a summary of past legal enactments.

The second part of Chapter I contains an analysis of types of sanctions governed by the current statute of administrative delicts as well as other statutes. This part describes a reprimand, fine, prohibition of activity, confiscation of property and prohibition of stay. The third part addresses issues of imposing sanctions and is devoted to the principles of determining the type and severity of sanctions, the use of administrative discretion, granting relief from sanctions, legal criteria for imposing sanctions, consideration of the perpetrator's financial means, punishment of repeat offenders and imposition of sanctions for concurrent violations.

Chapter II is devoted to protective measures. The first part of Chapter II describes the nature and purpose of protective measures, especially with emphasis on distinguishing them from the purpose of sanctions. The second and third parts of this chapter focus on specific types of protective measures that may be imposed for violations, that is, restraining measures and seizure of property.